Abstract. G. Szegö showed that inf/ \l-f\2wd6/2n = exp[ XogwdO/ln Jo Jo where / ranges over analytic polynomials with mean value zeros. We study extensions of the Szegö's theorem on the disc to the bidisc We show that the quantity is a mixed form of an arithmetic mean and a geometric one of w in some special cases.
Introduction
Let m be the Haar measure of the torus T2 , the distinguished boundary of the unit bidisc U2 in the space of 2-complex variables (zx, z2). Let Z be the set of all integers, Z+ the set of all nonnegative integers, Z the set of 2 2 all a -(ax, a2) with a¡ € Z and Z+ the set of all a G Z with ai e Z+ for i -1,2. Let ¿P be a set of all analytic polynomials zx, z2 and ^0 = {/ e ¿P ; ¡ f dm -0} . For each nonnegative function w e LÀ we study the following quantity: S(w)= inf [ \l-f\2wdm.
In the case of one complex variable, G. Szegö [6] showed that S(w) = exp / log to dm.
In the case of two complex variables, this quantity has been studied by A. G. Miamee [1] under some strong condition and then S(w) = expjlogwdm.
However it is easy to see that there exists a nonzero function w e L such that S(w) t¿ exp/log tu dm . Even if w is zero on some positive measure on T it is possible that S(w) > 0.
In §2 several means are defined to estimate S(w) in the latter sections. In §3 we give expressions in terms of w of the L (w ff'w)-distances between 1 and subalgebras of L°° which contain &>Q properly. This follows from the theory of an abstract Hardy space [2] . In §4 we estimate S(w) from the above and the below by means which are defined using conditional expectations. In §5 for special weights we give an expression in terms of w of S(w). In §6 we study the L (w ff"m)-distance between 1 and K™ which is a dual version of S(w). In §7 we study relations between S(w) and an invariant subspace defined by w.
Various means
Three typical means of w are the following: / w dm > exp / log w dm > I / w dm j -i fwdm, exp /log it; dm or (f w~ dm)~ is called an arithmetic mean, a geometric mean or a harmonic mean of w, respectively. We would like to define new means in which the means above are mixed. Put |a|r = a¡ -ra2 where r is a real number. For 1 < p < oo ^fp denotes the space of all / e Ü whose Fourier coefficients f(a) = 0, a e Z with \a\r = 0. If r is irrational then S?p is trivial but if r is rational then 3'p is nontrivial. Moreover Sf_00 = -S^. -2^°° is a commutative von Neumann algebra and hence ¿z?" = LP(T ,¿¡ §r,m) where <2 § is the er-algebra of subsets E of T for which the characteristic function %E lies in J2?00 . Let j/ be the tr-algebra of measurable sets with respect to m . Then 3 §r is a sub-cr-algebra of si . Let %r denote the conditional expectation for sub-g -algebra 3 §T of sf . This implies the first part of the lemma. For the second part, apply to Wr(w) the classical inequality of arithmetic and geometric means. and axa2 > 0} . L¡. + Z¿ is a dense subspace in L and L+ n L_ consists of constant functions. Let P be a projection from L+ + L to L_ . We can define a mean using P,
This mean will be used in §5.
We would like to calculate the means for some special functions w. Let Wj be a nonnegative function in L with logwx e L+ and logw;2 e L . The results above shows that the means with respect to three operators: fr, 11J and P, are mixed ones of arithmetic and geometric means.
Extended weak-* Dirichlet algebra
Let Hr = {/ e L°° ; f(a) = 0 if a € Z2 and |o|r < 0}, then H,nH,= -S?°° , i?r is multiplicative on Hr and Hr + Hr is weak-* dense in L°° . That is, Hr is an extended weak-* Dirichlet algebra with respect to ê?r [2] . If r is irrational then Hr is a weak-* Dirichlet algebra [5] . Let Ir = {f e L°° ;
f(a) = 0 if a e Z2 and \a\r < 0} then If = {/ € Hr ; %'(f) = 0}. Hr = 0O + /r.Let^0O = {/e^0°; /(a) = 0 if a2 < 0} and ^~ = {/e ^°° ; f f dm -0} . ^°° + /r is a weak-* Dirichlet algebra. Putting Hr Q = {/ e Hr ; J fdm = 0} , for any r < 0 and r # -co,
The following lemma and proposition are essentially known [2] . In this section we will improve the following known inequality:
/ w dm > S(w) > exp / log tu dm. Hence ( 1 ) of Theorem 2 implies the corollary.
We can ask whether if inf exp / log%s(w)dm = S(w) = sup / expïïr(logw)dm. Thus g0 is constant and hence g is a generator.
We want to present a mixed form of (1) and (2) where w2e L_, h is a generator for H (w2) and w = \h\ w2. 
